
SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT –I 

GRADE –1                                    REVISION WORK SHEET                     SUBJECT: ENGLISH                  

BLOCK – 1 

1. Name any one family member who helps you in doing your homework. 

2. Write the name of any two stories from your content book. 

3. Draw a picture for any of the three given words. 

Fan Bat Can Hat Bag 

 

4. Rewrite the sentences using capitals letters and full stop wherever required. 

A) i have two pencils  

 

 

B) my balloon looks like an apple  

 

 

C) i made a kite  

 

 

D) my favorite fruit is mango   

 

 

BLOCK – 2 

I. Complete the sentences using “a “    or “many” 

A)   I have________ books.        B) I have_____ toy.            

C) I have________ bag.      D)  I have__________ friends. 



2. Write each naming word in the correct box  

   dog      book      mother    park    car     school     rat    girl    cap  

Person Place Animal Thing 

    

    

       

       BLOCK 3, 4 & 5 

I. Write doing words for the given pictures.  

 
 
 
 
 
------------------------ 

 
 
 
 
 
------------------------ 

 
 
 
 
 
--------------------------- 

 
 
 
 
 
-------------------------- 

 
 
 
 
---------------------- 

 
 
 
 
------------------------ 

 
 
 
 
--------------------------- 

 
 
 
 
-------------------------- 

 

II. Read the events below and number them 1, 2, 3 and 4 then write the number given in 

the box. 

A) His father is dancing.   

B) Keechu monkey goes out.  

C) Keechu monkey can’t sleep.  

D) His sister is crying.  

III. Draw a picture of what your family likes to do on a Sunday. 

        



IV. Write about the person you like the most in y our family. 

 A) The person whom I like the most is my family is ___________________. 

B) She/he is ______________ (tall/ short). 

C) She/he has _______________ eyes (black/brown) 

D) She/he has ___________ hair (short/ long) 

 

V. Write three sentences about things which you see in your class room or bed room. 

Ans: 

 

 

VI. Look at the pictures and put the sentences in the right order using number 1, 2, 3 & 4. 

       

 

                            She brushes her teeth.  

 

                             She goes to school. 

 

                              Anu wakes up. 

 

                              She eats her breakfast.  

 

 

VII. Write the rhyming words for the following: 

 

1. pan=______  4.hot= _________           7.cake=__________      10.yum=__________ 

2. hut=_______  5. mat=_________          8.train=__________       11.none=___________ 

3. sit=_______  6.bun=_________           9. tree=___________     12.bright =__________ 

     

1)                                        2)                                    3)                                       4) 
 



BLOCK 6, 7, AND 8 

IX. Look at the pictures. Fill in the letters Br, Fr, Fl, Tr, or Cl to complete the words. 

A)                               B)                                     C)                                                 D) 

   B     C)    

____ush                          ____uits                       ____ick                        ___iend 

 

E)                                F)                                    G)           H) 

      

   ____oom                          ____ y                               _____ock                   ____ag      

   

I)                                J)                                      K) 

               

     ____ee                        ____imb                            ____uck 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT –I 

GRADE –1                                    REVISION WORK SHEET                     SUBJECT: MATH                  

BLOCK – 1 

1. Use the given words to write where the clown is under, on, behind, in front of, between, 

inside 

       

 

 

    

__________   ___________     __________   __________      __________    ___________ 

2. look at the picture. Write True or False 

A. The tree is on the left in the picture. ______ 

 

B. The girl is standing to the right of the tree. ______         

3. Draw a green rectangle in your note book.  

A. A red circle to the right of the rectangle  

B. A blue triangle to the left of the rectangle, far from it. 

C. A yellow square to the right of the rectangle, nearer to the circle than the rectangle. 

4. Write True or False 

A. The orchard is between the lake and factory   [         ] 

B. The cap is to the right of the office    [         ] 

C. The lake is nearer to the castle than the stadium  [         ] 

BLOCK -2 

1. Count the number of objects circle the correct number. 

A 
 
 
 
 

B 
 

C 
 

D  

1                 2 5                          3 4                         0 0                        3 

 

 

  



2. Write all the numbers from 0 to 5 

        ______ ______      ______       ______   ______        ______ 

3. Fill in the table 

Objects Numbers Number Name 

 3  

  Zero  

   

  One  

 

4. Count forward and write the numbers 

A.                                                                                  B. 

 

BLOCK-3 

1. Draw 10 balloons and colour them. 

 

 

 

2. Count the total number of lines. Write the numbers 

A.    ||||||||                                                   B. ||||||||||              

      

3. Write the number names of the given numbers. 

A. 11______________                  B.    8   ____________          C.  ____________ 

4. Write the number names from 6 to 10. 

       ________  ________         ________          ________ ________ 

5. Fill in the missing numbers. 

A.    _____ , 7 , _____, 9 , _____ 

                     

B.  ____ ,  ____ , 8 , _____ , 6 

                                      



            BLOCK-4 

1. Use your finger to find 1 more and less. 

1 Less Number I More 

 5  

 7  

 

2. Which numbers come in between? 

A. 1 , ______ , 3     B. 5, _______ , 7   C. 3 , _________ , 5. 

 

3. Write the missing numbers. 

A  6  8  

B 4  6 7  

 

4. I have 1 pencil. Amit has 1 more.  

    Amit has ______________ pencils. 

BLOCK – 5 

1. A.                                                                                 B.  

 

 

How many rings in all? ________   How many rings in all? ______________ 

How many more to make 5?   How many more to make 10 ?  

2. Draw more stars to make 10 in all. 

A.                     

 

B.  

3. I have 8 books. How many more or less do I need to make 10 books? 

BLOCK - 6 

1. Fill in the blanks.  

Number of strawberries    ________    

Number of flowers               ________     

Total                           



2. Draw pictures to show the addition sentences 5 +2 = 7 

 

 

 

 

3. Draw lines to add. 

A.   4    B.   6 

+5         +1 

___        ____  

___        ____ 

4. I have 6 toffees, I buy 2 more toffees, and how many toffees do I have now?    (Notebook) 

BLOCK – 7 

1. Add by drawing circles. Flip the numbers and add. 

A. 4+2 = _________                     __________ +__________ = ___________ 

B. 5+4 = _________                     __________ +__________ = ___________ 

2. Fill in the missing numbers 

A. _______ +1 = 5 B. _____ + 4 = 5 C. 3 + _____ = 5 D. ________ + 0 = 5 

3. Fill in the missing numbers. Pick the addition facts of 9 and write in your notebooks. 

A. 4 + 5 = ___________ B. 5 +3 = _________ C. 2 + 7 = __________ 

D. _________+ 0 = 5  E. 0 + 6 = _________ F. 3 + 6 = ___________ 

G. 0 + 1 = _________  H. 1 + 8 = ________ 

      BLOCK 8 

1. Look at the pictures and answer the questions.  

A. Total number of flowers              _____                                          

     B. Number of flowers crossed out    _____        

C. Number of flowers left.                 ______           

 

2. Subtract by drawing lines. 

   A. 8 – 3 =     C.  9 – 2=     

  B. 5 – 1   = D. 7 – 4 =            

                                                                                     



SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT –I 

GRADE –1                                    REVISION WORK SHEET                     SUBJECT: EVS              

BLOCK – 1 

1. Who are the people in your family? 

2. What are the 2 types of families? 

3. If a family has fun together, it is a ___________ family [happy/busy/small]  

4. Which type of family has more people? 

BLOCK – 2 

Read the paragraph and answer the question  

Anu lives in a big house. She wakes up in the morning and goes for a bath. After this, she 

cooks food in the kitchen. When Anu’s friends came home, she sits with them in the living 

room. When she wants some rest, she goes to her bedroom and sleeps. 

1. What does Anu do in this room? 

A. Kitchen    

____________________________________________________________________ 

B. Living room 

____________________________________________________________________ 

C. Bedroom 

____________________________________________________________________ 

D. Bathroom 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

2. Why should a house have windows? Write any one reason. 

         

 

 

 

 

 

3. Write 1 reason why Anu needs a house? 

            

 

4. What is Anu’s wish? 

 



5. Why do we need a house? 

 

 

BLOCK – 3 

1. Write three things that you learnt in the school today. 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Match the place with it use. 

A. Library  a. Learn to read and write. 

B. Play ground  b. Draw, sing and dance. 

C. Class room  c. Read many books  

D. Art room  d. Play. 

 

3. Write what work each person does.  

    Principal, Teacher, Cleaner, Driver. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Why do we need to take care  of our school? 

          

 

 



BLOCK – 4 

1. What do clothes protect us from? 

        

 

 

 

 2. Fill in the blanks. 

a. Cotton comes from __________ 

b. Wool comes from ____________ 

c. Silk comes from _____________ 

 

3. Write 2 things that you use in each of these seasons. 

A. Summer  a. __________      b. ___________ 

B. Rainy   a. __________      b. ___________ 

C. Winter   a. __________      b. ___________ 

 

BLOCK - 5 

1. Match worker to the work. 

Carpenter  Grows vegetables and fruits  

Tailor  Take care of sick  people 

Farmer Stitches clothes 

Doctor Makes furniture. 

 

2. Discuss with your partner all the different places people go to work. Fill in the blanks by 

choosing the correct words from the box. 

Shop  School  Farm  Hospital  

 

A. Siya is teacher. She works in a ____________ 

B. Tintu grows vegetable and fruits. He works on a ___________ 

C. Bina is a doctor. She works in a ____________ 

D. Anita sells sweets. She works  in a _____________ 



3. Why do we go to a doctor? 

 

 

 

 

BLOCK - 6 

1. Which game de we play with these things?   

A. Carom board       B.   Racket      C.    Bat        D.     Board 

2. What are some indoor games? 

 

 

3. Which outdoor games do you like playing the most? 

 

 

 

 

4. What are group games? Write the name of 1 group game.  

 

 

     

 

   

 

     BLOCK – 7 

1. Match the place to how it help us? 

School Has train that take us to different 
places 

Bank Has police officers who keep us 
safe 

Police Station Has teachers who teach us new 
things 

Train station  Keep our money safe 



2. What are some places around your home? 

     

 

 

 

3. Write I way in which each person help us. 

A. Doctor  

 

 

B. Postman 

 

 

 

C. Milk man 

 

 

4. Write what do you at these different places in school. 

A. Class Room      B.   Library      C.   Playground 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BLOCK - 8 

1. Name two vehicles that people used in earlier times. 

 

         

   

2. Write the mode of travel [Air, Water, and Land] for the following. 

A. Aeroplane _________     B. Bus _________    C. Boat   _________       D. Train._________ 

3. State whether True or False. 

A. Planes can only carry people        [   ] 

 

B. Trucks carry goods by roads        [   ] 

 

C. We need vehicles for work and for fun      [   ] 

 

D. Animals helps us transport  things from one place to another [    ]  

 

 







 GR  -1


    Fill in the blanks

     
    
      

     
     


Which letter comes in between

  
 
 
 
 

  
  

 
Colour the pictures  
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Write the Urdu alphabet 


Write the first letter of the given pictures
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Rewrite the words 
    

Circle the letters 






  Draw a picture of kite 
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